
Topic 10.2: Child language acquisition 

Stages in acquisition 

1. Babbling
• Typically starts around 6 months 
• Similar babbling sounds are produced by children all over the world 

- i.e: independent of the phonemic system they are going to acquire 
• Babbling occurs with and without a listener present (i.e: not necessarily a 

communicative effect)

2. One and two  word stage
• Typically around 12 months children start producing their first words
• Not necessarily modelled on an adult word
• Some children go through a distinct one-word stage before they move on to 

combinations of two words
- If there is a distinct one-word stage then the two-word stage typically occurs 

around 20 months 
• Other children produce word combinations without going through a clear one-word 

stage
• This may depend on how much an individual child has to practice to get the articulation 

of words right

One-word stage
• Vocabulary spurt

‣ Some children show a sudden spurt in vocabulary growth around 1;2 to 1;10
‣ Other children acquire new words steadily and without a spurt
‣ This may again have to do with mastering articulatory skills

Overextension of early words
• Children often overextend their early words to things beyond the adult usage

- E.g: ‘doggie’ used for dogs, cats, cows, sheep, horses
- Most common around age 1;6 to 2;6

• Are children not aware of the differences between the referents? (i.e: between 
dogs, cat, cows, etc. = four-legged animals)

• Or are they aware of the differences but still use the same word to refer to 
them?

• Comprehension tests suggest that they are aware of the differences
- E.g: ‘give me the picture with the doggie’

• A possible explanation for the overextension children of this age use include the 
notion that they pragmatically want to communicate  

- i.e: to say something about an object whose name they do not yet know, 
they can’t remember or can’t produce 

๏ Bases for overextension:



‣ Sound
‣ Motion
‣ Shape
‣ Texture
‣ Animacy
‣ Animal type

• Simple overgeneralisation cannot explain all cases of overextension
- It may work for cases like ‘doggy’ A all four legged animals
- However, toy goat A things that move A things with rough surface??
- Duck on pond A mug of milk A coin A teddy’s eyes??

• Vygotsky called this a ‘chain complex’
‣ Child focuses on one aspect of an object at a time

- duck in water > milk
- duck in water > coin with duck

- coin with duck > teddy bear’s eye
‣ Different extensions may be based on different features
‣ Order of extensions is relevant

First words: labels or propositions?
• Are single words simply labels for objects? Or are they used to express whole 

propositions (i.e: statements about things)
• Adults often paraphrase children’s utterances as a full sentence, implying that 

the child encoded a full thought

3. Two word stage
• Starts around 20 months (if its a separate stage)
• When vocabulary is at around 50 words

- E.g: dirty sock, shoe mine, more juice etc.
• The combination of words seems not random
• Children express types of relations in consistent patterns 
• They seem to realise that it is necessary and they seem to expect language to be rule-

governed (i.e: to have consistent patterns and rules)

4. Multi-word stage
• Multi-word stage (also ‘telegraphic speech’) typically starts around 2 to 2;6
• Beyond the two-word stage, progress is measured by the mean length utterance 

(MLU) which measures the average number of morphemes in an utterance
• Lack of function words (e.g: to, can, the, is) and grammatical inflections (go-s, walk-ed)
• Utterances are structured, and follow the principles of the languages they are learning 

(e.g: word order)
• Over time children’s utterances become more and more like the adult target language

- Children acquire grammatical function words and inflectional morphemes
• Children tend to overgeneralise the grammatical rules they have learned 


